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We examine simulations of the mean seasonal cycle in the tropical Pacific using a multiple vertical 
mode linear numerical model forced with three different surface wind stress products averaged over the 
period 1979-1981. The model is run to equilibrium for each of four vertical modes, and results are 
summed. Simulated mean seasonal cycles in dynamic height and sea level are then compared with 
observed variations based on expendable bathythermograph and island tide gauge data averaged over 
the same 1979-1981 period. All simulations show characteristic features of the mean meridional ridge- 
trough structure in surface topography. However, north and south equatorial ridges at 20"N and 20"s 
are much higher than those observed, only weak equatorial ridges are generated near 4"N, and none of 
the simulations exhibits a significant equatorial trough. These discrepancies are due principally to Iimi- 
tations in model physics and in the wind forcing. Observed and modeled mean seasonal variations in 
surface height are of the order of a few centimeters. Coherence estimates of 0.5-0.7 are found between the 
model simulations and the observations for the 1 cycle per year harmonic, which dominates the seasonal 
cycle over most of the tropical Pacific. This suggests that about 25-50% of the variance in the observed 
annual surface height is accounted for by the linear model, given current estimates of the surface wind 
field. Harmonics higher than the annual are less well modeled because of their weaker signal levels. 
Regional patterns are observed in coherence levels between modeled and observed variability; i.e., 
longitudinally, the eastern Pacific is most poorly modeled, while latitudinally, the equatorial band (5"N 
to 5"s) is best modeled. However, no wind stress product is clearly superior to the others for simulating 
the mean seasonal cycle. Thus uncertainty in the surface stress field remains a fundamental obstacle to 
more accurate modeling of the variability in tropical Pacific sea surface topography. 

1. INTR~DUCTION 
Most model hindcasts of tropical Pacific Ocean variability 

have been restricted to the study of El Niño events. Busalacchi 
and O'Brien [1981], Busalacchi et al. [1983], and Busalacchi 
and Cane Cl9851 examined the sea level response of a linear 
model to estimates of wind field variability for specific years 
encompassing several major El Niños between 1961 and 1983. 
Cane [I9841 used a linear model forced by composited wind 
anomalies to hindcast average El Niño conditions described 
by Rasinusson and Carpenter t19821. Quantitative assessments 
of these simulations were performed by testing the solutions 
against sea level time series from scattered island and coastal 
tide gauges. Qualitative comparisons of observed and modeled 
equatorial current and subsurface temperature time series 
from 1982-1983 El Niño event have also been done with a 
more sophisticated ocean general circulation model (OGCM) 
[Philander and Seigel, 19851. 

In view of the large interannual variability in the tropical 
Pacific, studies of the weaker mean seasonal cycle have been 
less frequent. Busalacchi and O'Brien [1980] and Gent [1985] 
have studied the response of linear models to climatological 
mean seasonal wind forcing, and Philander et al. CI9871 have 
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done so with an OGCM. It is difficult, however, to assess the 
accuracy of these seasonal simulations in part because the 
climatology of the forcing functions for the models is not nec- 
essarily computed over the same period of time as are the 
climatologies of the oceanic data used for comparison. Also, it 
is not clear to what extent simulations are adversely affected 
by surface wind stress errors, the magnitude and scales of 
which are generally not well known [e.g., Halpern and Harris- 
on, 19821. Furthermore, in evaluating model results, previous 
studies have relied on tide gauge data, current meter mooring 
data, and/or hydrographic data that tend to be regionally 
limited in their distribution. Thus inferences about model per- 
formance are generally confined to point comparisons within 
a particular region and not the basin as a whole. 

The purpose of this study therefore is to quantitatively 
evaluate simulations of the mean seasonal cycle in the tropical 
Pacific Ocean on a very broad scale to different specifications 
of wind stress forcing. The model used is a linear, multiple 
vertical mode version of the model used by Busalacchi and 
O'Brien [1980]. The period of study will be 1979-1981, for 
which there are several coincident oceanic and surface wind 
data sets as well as a fairly regular seasonal cycle leading into 
the 1982-1983 El Niño. Mean seasonal dynamic height vari- 
ations derived from an augmented version of the ship of op- 
portunity (SOP) expendable bathythermograph (XBT) data 
set will be compared with the model solutions. The XBT data 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of XBT data in the tropical Pacific for the period 1979-1981 for (u) data from the ORSTOM-SI0 
ship of opportunity program and (b) the auginented XBT. data set used in this study. Shaded areas in Figure l b  indicate 
groupings of XBT data in the eastern, central, and western Pacific. 

are concentrated along heavily traveled shipping lanes in the 
eastern, central, and western Pacific. Sea level data from the 
Tropical Ocean-Global Atmosphere (TOGA) Pacific sea level 
network [Wyrtki, 19851, which is concentrated in the central 
and western Pacific, will also be used in this study. To permit 
as broad based a comparison as possible, the model will be 
forced by the mean seasonal cycle of surface wind stress from 
three distinct wind analyses for 1979-1981, namely, the Flori- 
da State University (FSU) analysis [Goldenberg and O'Brien, 
19811, the University of Hawaii (UH) analysis [Sadler and 
Kilonsky, 19851, and the Fleet Numerical Oceanography 
Center (FNOC) analysis [Harrison, 19841. The differences 
among these wind products and how they affect the oceanic 
response will be of particular interest. 

Results of these model studies have formed the basis for 
observing system simulation experiments in which the effects 
of aliased zonal variability have been evaluated [e.g., McPhad- 
en et al., this issue]. Our results also provide background for 
studies of the 1982-1983 EI Niño. Knowledge of the seasonal 
cycle is relevant for a definition of year-to-year anomalies; for 
a diagnosis of processes involved in the generation, main- 
tenance, and decay of EI Niño; and for an examination of the 
phase locking of the El Niño anomalies to the annual cycle. 

The plan for this paper is as follows. The oceanic data sets 
are described in section 2, and the wind data sets used to force 
the model are discussed in section 3. Basin-scale similarities 
and differences in the three wind products are noted. Model 
formulation and description of the basin-scale sea level re- 
sponses to the FSU, UH, and FNOC wind fields are presented 
in section 4. Intercomparisons between the ocean data and 
model solutions are discussed in section 5. 

2. OCEANIC DATA 

2.1. 
In June 1979 the Office de la Recherche Scientifique et 

Technique Outre-Mer (ORSTOM) of Nouméa, New Caledon- 
ia, and Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO), La Jolla, 
California, organized an XBT ship of opportunity program in 
the tropical Pacific Ocean [Donguy and Meyers, 19871. The 
program became fully operational in September 1980 between 
20"N and 20"s and now provides XBT data routinely along 
several merchant ship lines as shown in Figure lu.  However, 
there have been many gaps longer than 1 month and several 
degrees of latitude due to problems with varying ship sched- 
ules, XBT supplies, and XBT failures. For the purposes of our 
work and for a more complete analysis over the 1979-1985 
period, we have augmented the SOP data as much as possible 
in the region 70"W to 120"E, 20"s to 20"N. The augmented 
data set used in this study is shown in Figure lb. Details 
about data sources, quality control, and objective analysis to a 
uniform latitude-depth grid along the three main XBT tran- 
sects shown in Figure l b  will be given by J. Picaut et al. 
(manuscript in preparation, 1988) (hereinafter referred to as 
Picaut et al. (1988)). A summary is presented here with special 
attention on the 1979-1981 period of interest in the present 
study. 

Five agencies responded to our requests for additional XBT 
data: the French Navy Hydrographic and Oceanographic Ser- 
vice (EPSHOM), Japan Oceanographic Data Center (JODC), 
the US. National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC), 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organiza- 
tion (CSIRO) of Australia, and Scripps Institution of Ocean- 

Ship of Opportunity X B T  Data 
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TABLE 1 .  List of Sources and Numbers of Casts of Thermal 
Data That Contributed to the Augmented Data Set Shown in 

Figure l h  

Agency 1979 1980 1981 Total 

ORSTOM/SIO 792 1,902 2,545 5,239 
EPSHOM 816 725 397 1,938 
JODC 360 I12 135 607 
NODC 2,376 2,665 2,092 7,133 
SI0  2,430 2,562 1,401 6,393 
ORSTOM 98 1 48 I09 1,138 
Total 7,755 8,014 6,679 22,448 

Sources in addition to the ORSTOM-SI0 ship of opportunity XBT 
program are the French Navy Hydrographic and Oceanographic 
Service (EPSHOM), Japan Oceanographic Data Center (JODC), the 
U.S. National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC), Scripps Insti- 
tution of Oceanography (SIO), and thermal CTD and hydrocast 
profiles from ORSTOM-Nouméa (ORSTOM). 

ography. We also added some thermal conductivity- 
temperature-depth (CTD) and hydrocast profiles from the 
ORSTOM-Nouméa data base in order to fill notable data 
gaps as occurred in the first half of 1979. Table 1 shows the 
number of thermal profiles per agency in our augmented file 
after elimination of duplicate data. For 1979-1981, we more 
than quadrupled (to 22,448) the number of data available from 
the ORSTOM-SI0 SOP program (5239). 

Despite such augmentation in data coverage, data are still 
concentrated mostly along the main shipping lines. Thus we 
have chosen to analyze the data in vertical sections, as Kessler 
and Taft  [1987] did in the central Pacific, rather than to 
interpolate to a four-dimensional grid. We have grouped the 
data on a monthly basis without regard to longitude in the 
three regions outlined in Figure l b  in the eastern, central, and 
western Pacific. Each region has been subjectively determined 
so that there is a minimum of one XBT per month per 1" 
latitude band. The average data density is 2.4, 3.6, and 2.1 
XBTs per month per degree latitude in the eastern, central, 
and western region, respectively. The large western region is 
explained by the fact that after March 1983 the single direct 
Nouméa-Japan track was replaced by two tracks displaced 
from the main route. The deepest depth considered is 400 m, 
since 76% of the XBTs reach this depth as opposed to only 
62% that reach 450 m. Figure 2 shows that the data distri- 
bution in time over the three regions is fairly erratic, with a 
slight trend toward increasing data density in the eastern Pa- 
cific and a slight trend toward decreasing data density in the 
central Pacific. 

Several levels of subjective and objective quality control 
were applied to the temperature data (Picaut et al., 1988) 
before gridding in latitude and depth. Vertical sections were 
then smoothed by fitting the data at each depth to least 
squares determined Fourier components and eliminating all 
wave numbers higher than 0.33 cycles per degree of latitude. 
No smoothing in time was performed on the monthly data. 

A dynamic height field relative to 400 dbar was derived 
from temperature using a mean temperature-salinity (T-S)  re- 
lationship from Levitus [1982]. This is a scheme simpler than 
the one used by Kessler and Taj l  [1987] which made use of 
observed SOP sea surface salinities. We found that their 
method does not necessarily improve dynamic height esti- 
mates in the western Pacific, where the mixed layers in salinity 
and temperature do not always coincide [Delcroix et al., 
19871. 

Errors in dynamic height calculations due to the use of a 
mean T-S relation are probably 1-2 dyn cm for individual 
XBT casts. Errors due to aliased internal waves, unstable 20- 
to 30-day waves, and other high-frequency phenomena [e.g., 
Hayes, 19821 may also be 1-2 dyn cm. These errors, to the 
extent that they are random, will be reduced by averaging in 
latitude and time. Grouping the data along transects without 
regard to longitude probably results in an additional error of 
2 dyn cm [McPhaden et al., this issue]. This error can be 
larger where ship tracks are separated by more than 10" of 
longitude, as occurs poleward of 16"N in the central Pacific 
and south of 8"s in the eastern Pacific. Estimates of the mean 
seasonal cycle can also be affected by year-to-year variations. 
Thus we expect uncertainties in our mean monthly dynamic 
heights to be at least about 2 dyn cm. 

2.2. Sea Level Data 

The shallow thermocline and the baroclinic nature of sea- 
sonal variability in the tropics means that sea level and dy- 
namic height relative to 400 dbar are well correlated in our 
study region [e.g., Rebert et al., 19851. Thus as a consistency 
check on results based on XBT data, we incorporate into our 
analysis data from the TOGA island sea level network 
[Wyrtki ,  19851 for the period 1979-1981. Tide gauge data 
were processed to monthly means for each of 29 island sta- 
tions shown in Figure 3, Data are concentrated in the western 
and central Pacific, with Santa Cruz in the Galápagos being 
the only instrumented island east of 150"W. Median record 
length for all island stations is 33 months, and the shortest 
record is 15 months at Malden Island. Expected error in 
monthly mean sea level is typically less than 50.1 cm for 
monthly means [Wyrtk i  and Leslie, 19801. 

3. WIND DATA 
Wind data to drive the model have been chosen from the 

same years used to form the seasonal mean of the XBT and 
sea level observations, i.e., 1979-1981. This helps to eliminate 
ambiguities that result from comparing seasonal means of 
oceanographic observations taken at one period with model 
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Fig. 2. Data distribution as a function of time in the eastern, 
central, and western Pacific for the augmented XBT data set shown in 
Figure lb. 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of island sea level stations in the tropical 
Pacific. Islands are Christmas (CH), Enewetok (ED), Fanning (FA), 
Funafuti (FU), Guam (GU), Honiara (HO), Jarvis (JA), Johnston (JO), 
Kapingimarangi (KA), Kanton (KN), Kwajalein (KW), Malakal 
(M,A), Majoro (MB), Malden (ML), Nauru (NA), Palmyra (PA), 
Penrhyn (PE), Pago Pago (PG), Ponape (PN), Port Villa (PO), Pa- 
peete (PT), Rabaul (RA), Saipan (SA), Santa Cruz (SC), Suva (SU), 
Tawara (TA), Truk (TM), Wake (WA), and Yap (YA). 

solutions forced by climatological winds from another time. 
Moreover, we have chosen to utilize three wind products to 
enable an interpretation as to how some of the differences 
between the model solutions and the observations result from 
uncertainties in the analyzed wind data. 

The model integrations are performed using three wind 
stress products for which monthly means are currently avail- 
able for January 1979 through December 1981. Two of these 
data sets are derived from subjective analyses, and the third is 
derived from an operational objective analysis. One subjective 
analysis is the Florida State University (FSU) analysis of ship 
wind observations provided by J. J. O'Brien. The analysis pro- 
cedure of transforming individual shipboard observations into 
wind pseudostress fields on a 2" x 2" grid is described by 
Goldenberg and OjBrien C198l-J. (Pseudostress is defined as the 
stress divided by air density and a constant drag coefficient.) 
Data density is generally adequate for determination of 
monthly mean wind stress, although ship wind data are very 
sparse (less than 4 observations per month per 2" latitude by 
10" longitude box) in the southeastern tropical Pacific and in a 
broad area in the equatorial Pacific stretching from the date 
line to ll0"W. 

The other subjective analysis is a combination of satellite- 
observed, low-level cloud motions east of the date line, ship 
wind observations, island wind observations, and buoy wind 
observations performed by J. Sadler at the University of 
Hawaii. This derivation of monthly mean surface winds on a 
2.5" x 2.5" grid (referred to hereafter as UH) is described by 
Sadler and Kilonsky [1985]. Cloud motion vectors are extrap- 
olated to the surface using a climatological estimate of bound- 
ary layer shear; west of the date line the analysis utilizes only 
surface observations, since no cloud motion vectors were 
available in the western Pacific during 1979-1981. Wind speed 
is then converted to pseudostress using a method similar to 
that described by Thompson et al. [1983] which takes into 
account wind variations on time scales of less than 1 month 
[Sadler et al., 19871. 

The third data set we use is an objectively analyzed oper- 
ational product from the Global Band Analyses of the United 
States Navy's Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC) 
[Harrison, 19841. An objective analysis based on Cressman 
Cl9591 is used on all reports (ship, island, buoy, etc.) in an 
operational data base for 6-hour intervals on a 2.5" x 2.5" 

grid. A detailed comparison of wind velocity for the FSU, UH, 
and FNOC products for November 1979 is given by Halpern 
and Harrison [1982]. 

From each of these wind products the data from 1979-1981 
have been used to form the 12 monthly means representing 
the mean seasonal cycle for this period. In the present study, a 
constant drag coefficient of 1.5 x and constant air den- 
sity of 1.2 kg m-3 are used for all three data sets. The uncer- 
tainty in the drag coefficient is about 10-20% [e.g., Large and 
Pond, 19811, implying an amplitude uncertainty in the model 
response of this amount. 

The mean and standard deviation of each seasonal cycle are 
presented for the zonal wind stress (Figure 4), meridional wind 
stress (Figure 5), and wind stress curl (Figure 6). Similar large- 
scale features are found in all the mean zonal wind strss fields 
(Figures 4a, 4c, and 4e) and meridional wind stress fields (Fig- 
ures 5 4  5c, and 5e). The northeast and southeast trade winds 
are dominant over most of the basin. Core regions of the 
trades lie poleward of lo", whereas weak mean westerlies are 
found equatorward of 10" at the extreme ends of the basin. 
Mean UH easterlies are typically the strongest, and FNOC 
easterlies are the weakest; mean FNOC wind stress has the 
most small-scale structure, particularly within coastal regions, 
whereas the UH product is the smoothest. The smoothness of 
the UH product does not necessarily imply that it is a more 
accurate wind analysis. Rather, it reflects a bias of the analyst 
to smooth out small-scale features in order to emphasize the 
largest scales of variability. An interesting qualitative differ- 
ence between the mean meridional winds is the position of the 
zero contour, which in the eastern and central Pacific delin- 
eates the approximate location of the intertropical conver- 
gence zone (ITCZ) between the northeast and southeast 
trades. In the FNOC winds this contour is several degrees 
closer to the equator than it is in the UH and FSU analyses. 

The mean FSU and UH curl fields (Figures 6a and 6c) have 
similar spatial structures, though UH curls are slightly larger 
and smoother. Both are characterized by a zonal band of 
positive curl in the northern hemisphere between about 4"N 
and 12"N; in the southern hemisphere a region of positive curl 
oriented NW-SE separates two regions of negative curl. The 
mean curl distribution for the FNOC product (Figure 6e) is 
very different. The small-scale structure in the mean FNOC 
zonal and meridional wind stress fields is amplified in the curl 
field and tends to obscure the large-scale structure. 

The variability of the seasonal cycle for zonal and meridio- 
nal wind stress is summarized in the maps of the standard 
deviations in Figures 4b, 4d, and 4f and 5b, 5d, and 5f: The 
annual excursion of the ITCZ appears as maxima of 0.2-0.4 
dyn between 5" and 15"N east of the date line in these 
fields. Maxima associated with monsoon variability over the 
far northwestern and southwestern Pacific are also robust fea- 
tures in all three wind products. In marked contrast, the near- 
equatorial band (5"N to 5"s) and the southeastern quandrant 
of the tropical Pacific exhibit relatively weak seasonal change. 
As in the mean fields, the FNOC standard deviation plots 
show more small-scale structure. The UH data generally have 
larger amplitudes, except near the coasts of Central America, 
Australia, and southeast Asia, where the FNOC winds are 
significantly stronger. In all three wind fields, 6040% of the 
variability in the seasonal cycle is due to the annual harmonic. 

As expected, the standard deviations of the wind stress curl 
(Figures 6b, 6 4  and 6f) reflect the variability of the individual 
wind stress components discussed above. The dominant fea- 
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Fig. 4. FSU zonal wind stress (u) mean and (b) seasonal standard deviation, UH zonal wind stress (c) mean and (d) 
seasonal standard deviation, and FNOC zonal wind stress (e) mean and (f) seasonal standard deviation. Contours are in 
dyn cm-'. Dashed contours in Figures 4u, 4c, and 4findicate westward wind stress. Dashed contours in Figures 4b, 4d, 
and 4findicate regions where stress variability is less than 0.2 dyn cm-2. 

tures in the UH curl variations are zonally oriented extrema 
on either side of the mean position of the ITCZ and a broad 
region of weak curl in the southeastern tropical Pacific. Pat- 
terns of weak variability in the southeastern quadrant and 
maxima on either side of the ITCZ in the eastern and central 
Pacific also appear in the FSU and FNOC analyses. However, 
the FSU and FNOC curl fields show greater small-scale varia- 
bility, much (but perhaps not all) of which is noise related. 

4. MODELING APPROACH 
The model used in this study is similar to that employed by 

Busalacchi and O'Brien [ 19801. A linear, numerical treatment 
of the shallow water wave equations is used to analyze the 
seasonal dynamic response of a model tropical Pacific Ocean 
to different representations of the surface wind stress. Changes 
to the previous version of the model include increased hori- 
zontal resolution of 40 km between like variables and a hori- 
zontal Laplacian friction of lo7 cm2 s-l. Sensitivity studies for 
the value of friction indicate little quantitative difference for 
changes to a factor of 5. The model basin extends from 20"N 
to 20"s and 126"E to 70"W. Open boundary conditions are 
applied at the northern and southern boundaries [Roed and 

Smedstad, 19841 and a no-slip condition is imposed along the 
idealized coastal boundaries. 

Busalacchi and Cane [1985] determined that at least two 
vertical modes are necessary to simulate sea level amplitudes 
on seasonal time scales in the equatorial waveguide. Hence we 
generated model height field solutions for the four gravest 
baroclinic modes of a Brunt-Väisälä frequency profile based 
on CTD data between 1.5"N and 1.5"s at 179"W as presented 
by Eriksen et al. [1983]. This profile was used because it is 
located in the equatorial waveguide in a region with signifi- 
cant wind stress fluctuations on seasonal and interannual time 
scales. The internal wave speeds for the four vertical modes 
are c1 = 2.90 m s-', c2 = 1.77 m s-', c3 = 1.13 m s-', and 
c4 = 0.84 m s-'. A final solution is found by summing the 
individual contributions of all four modes. Modes 1 and 2 
contribute most significantly to our results as in the work of 
Busalacchi and Cane [1985]. 

Owing to the range of the wave speeds, the time step of the 
model is mode dependent. All mode 1 calculations have a 
1-hour time step, whereas the slower speeds of modes 2-4 
permit a 2-hour time step without compromising numerical 
stability. Similarly, the time required for initial transients to 
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Fig. 5. Same as in Figure 4, but for meridional wind stress. Dashed contours in Figures 5a, 5c, and Sfindicate northward 
wind stress. 

die out during spin-up is mode dependent. Beginning from a 
state of no motion and in response to the mean seasonal wind 
stress, an exact repeating seasonal cycle is obtained basin-wide 
after a spin-up of 12 years for mode 1,22 years for mode 2,42 
years for mode 3, and 62 years for mode 4. All the results that 
follow are taken from the last year of integration for each 
mode. 

The mean sea levels modeled in response to these wind 
forcings are presented in Figure 7a (FSU), Figure Sa (UH), 
and Figure 9a (FNOC). The sea level distributions are 
characterized by a system of zonally oriented troughs and 
ridges delineating major geostrophic currents in the model 
solutions. Between the sea level ridge of 20"N and the trough 
at 9"N flows a westward directed North Equatorial Current 
(NEC). An eastward flowing North Equatorial Countercurrent 
(NECC) is flanked by the NECC trough to the north (9"N) 
and a weak equatorial ridge to the south (2"-4"N). This mean 
structure in the northern hemisphere is similar in all three 
solutions, reflecting large-scale similarities in the mean wind 
stress curl off the equator. Notably absent in the meridional 
topography of each solution is a clearly defined trough at the 
equator; furthermore, model equatorial ridges near 4"N are 
much less pronounced than are the observed ridges [e.g., 
Wyrtki,  19751. 

The mean topography in the FSU and UH simulations is 
more structured in the northern hemisphere than in the south- 
ern hemisphere, where a weak South Equatorial Current 
(SEC) is situated between 6" and 20"s. By contrast, the FNOC 
solution exhibits more hemispheric symmetry in that a well- 
defined South Equatorial Countercurrent (SECC) trough, 
analogous to the NECC trough, is centered between 12" and 
15"s. This structure is the response to the more continuous 
band of negative wind stress curl in the southern hemisphere 
vis-à-vis the FSU and UH fields (Figures 6a, 6c, and 6f). 
Though the mean FNOC stress fields contain a great deal of 
small-scale structure, the response of the model ocean is pre- 
dominantly large scale because horizontal mixing eliminates 
the smallest scales. Moreover, the interior ocean in the model 
is in Sverdrup balance, which involves a zonal integral of the 
winds from the eastern boundary. This tends to favor a large- 
scale response by averaging out small-scale wind fluctuations. 

The variability about the mean sea level is summarized by 
standard deviations of the seasonal cycles (Figures 7b, 8b, and 
9b). As in the winds, 6&80% of the variance is associated with 
the annual harmonic. Geographically, the largest seasonal 
changes occur in the northeastern portion of the basin. Of the 
three solutions, the amplitude of the UH response is the larg- 
est here with two maxima on either side of 8"N representing 
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Fig. 6. Same as in Figure 4, but for wind stress curl (in dyn cm-"). Dashed contours in Figures 6 4  6c, and 6f 
indicate negative curl. Dashed contours in Figures 66, 6d, and 6findicate regions where curl variability is less than 
2 x dyn cmb3. 

seasonal changes to the NEC-NECC system. These maxima 
tend to reflect the distribution of the variability in the wind 
stress curl, and as a result, the UH solution also has the 
largest zonal length scales, The sea level variability induced by 
the FSU winds is similar to the UH case north of 8"N but 
exhibits a less well defined maximum between the equator and 
SoN. This implies differences in current structures and in the 
zonal and meridional redistribution of mass in the two model 
simulations. 

In contrast to the northern hemisphere, maxima in the 
southern hemisphere are smallest in the UH case because of 
the weak UH forcing south of the equator. The most distinc- 
tive southern hemispheric feature in the FSU and FNOC 
cases is a ridge of maximum variability extending S E - W  
representing changes in the South Equatorial Current and 
South Equatorial Countercurrent. The FNOC induced sea 
level variability also appears more symmetric about the equa- 
tor than does either the FSU or UH solution. 

in section 2. For comparison with these data, we extract data 
from the mean seasonal model integrations along transects 
that closely approximate the mean position of XBT distri- 
butions in these regions. Model transects are represented as 
straight lines in latitude and longitude and are superimposed 
on the sea level standard deviation plots in Figures 7b, 8b, and 
9b. For comparison with tide gauge data, we extract sea level 
data from the model at island locations in Figure 3. Note that 
the largest model sea level signals occur in the northeastern 
quadrant of the basin and are not sampled by either the SOP 
XBT network or the sea level network. 

We will initially focus the discussion in this section on the 
central Pacific, where there have been several observational 
studies of the seasonal cycle [e.g., Meyers, 1979; Taft, 1981; 
Kessler and T a f ,  19871 in order to introduce the more basin- 
wide analysis to follow. For consistency with XBT measure- 
ments, model dynamic heights are computed relative to 400 
dbar using the mean density profile centered at OON, 179"W 
plus vertical density profiles associated with variations in each 
vertical mode. These dynamic heights are highly correlated 
with model sea level, as are observed dynamic heights and sea 
level [e.g., Rebert et al., 19851. 

Figure 10 shows the mean seasonal cycle of surface dynamic 
height relative to 400 dbar calculated from XBT data in the 

5. MODBL-DATA INTERCOMPARISON 
In this section we compare model sea levels and dynamic 

heights with oceanic counterparts derived from tide gauge and 
SOP XBT data. The SOP XBT data are grouped along sec- 
tions in the eastern, central, and western Pacific as is discussed 
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Fig. 8. Same as in Figure 7, but for UH wind forcing. 
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Fig. 10. XBT data processed to dynamic heights relative to 400 dbar from the central Pacific swath of data in Figure 
lb :  (a) monthly means, (b) annual mean, (c) monthly anomalies about the annual mean, and (d) annual standard deviation 
computed from monthly anomalies. Contour intervals are 5 dyn cm for monthly means and 2 dyn cm for anomalies. 
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Fig. 11. Dynamic heights relative to 400 dbar as in Figure 10, but for the central Pacific grid point transect from the 
model forced by FSU winds. Dashed lines in Figures l l b  and l l d  are the annual mean and standard deviation from XBT 
data. 

central Pacific. We see that the NECC trough is located at 
10"N and is shallowest in boreal spring and deepest in boreal 
fall. There is an equatorial ridge at SON and an equatorial 
trough centered on the equator. Variability in the vicinity of 
the equatorial ridge and trough is in phase, with low sea level 
in spring and early summer and high sea level in the fall and 
winter. A SECC ridge near 8"s is highest in the spring and 
lowest in the fall. Typical standard deviations of monthly 
means across 20"N to 20"s are 2-3 dyn cm, with values of 5-6 
dyn cm in the vicinity of the NECC trough and equatorial 
ridge. Currents associated with this ridge-trough topography 
are the North Equatorial Current north of 10"N, the North 
Equatorial Countercurrent between 5"N and 10"N, the South 
Equatorial Current between 5"N and 8"S, and the South 
Equatorial Countercurrent between 8"s and 12"s. 

Figure 11 shows the model transect taken from the central 
Pacific for the FSU simulation and processed to a mean sea- 
sonal cycle. We note that as in Figure 10, the NECC trough is 
located near 10"N and is shallowest in boreal spring and deep- 
est in boreal fall. Similarly, near the equator, dynamic height 
is low in spring and summer and high in fall and winter. In the 
southern hemisphere the pattern of highs and lows in Figure 
l l c  is also similar to that observed in the data in Figure 1Oc. 
Model variations tend to be stronger than those in the XBT 
data, though as in the data an extremum in variability is 
found at 12"N near the NECC trough and another extremum 
is located near 3"-4"N (Figure 114. The large-amplitude vari- 
ations in the model between 3" and 4"s are not seen in the 
data, however. 

Analysis of the vbrticity balance in the model indicates that 
dynamic height variance in the vicinity of the NECC trough 
results from a combination of local Ekman pumping and 
Rossby wave radiation. Evidence for Rossby wave radiation in 

both hemispheres is seen in the tilt of anomaly extrema with 
time poleward of about 10" (Figure l lc ;  also see Figures 12c 
and 13c). Rossby waves propagate faster to the west at lower 
latitudes than at higher latitudes, so that a wave train gener- 
ated in the eastern Pacific arrives in the central Pacific at 
progressively later times with increasing latitude. Ekman 
pumping is comparable to Rossby wave induced variability in 
the model at 10"s near a weakly defined SECC ridge and from 
16"s and 20°S, consistent with analyses of ocean temperature 
data by Meyer  [1979] and Kessler and Taft  [1987]. Equa- 
torial Rossby waves contribute significantly to the high model 
variance at 3'4'" and 3"-4"S. 

There are a number of major differences between the XBT 
and the model transects, however, which are due principally to  
differences in the mean fields. The mean model surface topog- 
raphy for the FSU run (Figure llb) shows very high north 
and south equatorial ridges near 20"N and 20°S, a deeper than 
observed NECC trough at 10"N, a plateau rather than a ridge 
near 4"N, and no equatorial trough. We suggest that the lack 
of a model equatorial trough is due to the absence of vertical 
mixing, nonlinearity, and thermodynamics which allow for a 
mean Equatorial Undercurrent and associated cooling of the 
sea surface via equatorial upwelling. The lack of a pronounced 
equatorial ridge is probably due in part to the linearity of the 
model. Philander und Pacanowski [1987] have shown in an 
OGCM that cross-equatorial advection of westward momen- 
tum from the southern to the northern hemisphere in response 
to southeast trade wind forcing intensifies the SEC near 3"N. 
This implies a more pronounced equatorial ridge, since the 
SEC is primarily a geostrophically balanced flow. Coarse 2" 
meridional resolution of the wind field could also contribute 
to a weaker than expected equatorial ridge, since it may lead 
to underestimates of the wixd stress curl amplitude. 
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Fig. 12. Dynamic heights relative to 400 dbar as in Figure 10, but for the central Pacific grid point transect from the 
model forced by UH winds. Dashed lines in Figures 12b and 12d are the annual mean and standard deviation from XBT 
data. 

The high north and south equatorial ridges may result from 
the fact that the model phase speeds have been chosen from a 
Väisälä frequency profile typical of the central and western 
equatorial Pacific. The sharp thermocline there leads to an 
oceanic response which is weighted more toward the first and 
second vertical modes, which have larger signatures in sea 
level than do higher vertical modes. Choosing a Väisälä fre- 
quency profile typical of the weaker stratification in the sub- 
tropical gyres would result in a relatively stronger model re- 
sponse in higher vertical modes which have a weaker sea level 
signature. 

We note that choosing a drag coefficient closer to 1.2 
for the winds as suggested by Large and Pond [19Sl] 

would reduce the mean model topographic relief by 20%. This 
would diminish, but not eliminate, discrepancies between ob- 
served and modeled structures in Figure í l b .  Also, adding 
more vertical modes to the model will have little effect on the 
results. The winds project very weakly onto vertical modes 
higher than modes 1 and 2 which dominate the model sea 
level response [e.g. Cane, 19841. Moreover, by inspection of 
the linear, steady state equatorial plane equations which 
govern mean conditions in our system [see Busalacchi and 
O'Brien, 19801, one can determine that the horizontal struc- 
ture of the mean response in each vertical mode is identical. 
Thus higher vertical modes can change the ridge-trough to- 
pography shown in Figure í l b ,  quantitatively but not qualita- 
tively. 

There are also major discrepancies between the observed 
and modeled time variability. We noted already the Rossby 
wave induced maximum in dynamic height near 4"s which is 
absent in the data (Figure 114. The model section also shows 
an SECC ridge which is best developed in boreal fall near 
10"s as compared with near 8"s in boreal spring in the data 

x 

(compare Figures 10a and í l a ) .  This leads to a model SECC 
that is strongest in the fall compared with an observed SECC 
which is strongest in the spring. The difference in timing of the 
SECC appearance in the model is due to the large difference 
in the mean dynamic topography, however, upon which is 
superimposed only slightly different time-latitude variations. 

Figure 12 shows the corresponding dynamic height transect 
for the UH calculation. The mean ridge-trough structure is 
similar to that for the FSU calculation but with higher- 
amplitude relief in the northern hemisphere, where the UH 
curl tends to be stronger. Amplitude and phase of variations 
about this mean are likewise similar to the FSU calculation. 
For example, the NECC trough is shallow in the spring and 
deep in the fall and dynamic height is low between 5"N and 
5"s in the spring and summer and high in fall and winter. 
Peaks in variance are located at 12"N, 4"N, and 323, with the 
12"N peak weaker and the 4"N peak stronger than in the FSU 
calculation. The dynamics responsible for height variations in 
this model run are essentially the same as for the FSU run. 

Figure 13 shows dynamic height in the central Pacific for 
the FNOC simulation. Mean topography north of about 5"s 
resembles that in the FSU and UH calculations in that an 
NECC trough is found at IOON, a high north equatorial ridge 
is found near 17"N, and there is no pronounced equatorial 
ridge-trough structure. Variations about the mean are usually 
lower in amplitude than they are for either the FSU or UH 
calculation, although the phasing of fluctuations and latitudi- 
nal position of extrema are similar. The peak in variability 
which appears near 12"N in both the FSU and UH calcula- 
tions is present for example in the FNOC results but is greatly 
diminished (Figure 134. The relative weakness of the response 
is due to weaker large scale wind variations in this product 
compared to the others (see Figures 45 55 and 6j). One of the 
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Fig. 13. Dynamic heights relative to 400 dbar as in Figure 10, but for the central Pacific grid point transect from the 
model forced by FNOC winds. Dashed lines in Figures 13b and 13d are the annual mean and standard deviation from 
XBT data. 

most significant differences between this calculation and the 
others, however, is the presence of a mean SECC trough at 
12"s which is due to the greater zonal extent of the mean 
negative curl field in the southern hemisphere. This results in a 
SECC present at all times of the year between about 6"s and 
123 ,  though variations in this latitude band bear some resem- 
blance to those observed in the XBT data (compare Figures 
1Oc and 13c). 

Figure 14 shows latitudinally averaged dynamic height vari- 
ance as a function of frequency for the XBT data and each of 
the model simulations in the eastern, central, and western Pa- 
cific. In each case the spectra are red with most variance (75- 
90%) at 1 cycle per year (cpy). Variance at 1 cpy is generally 
higher on the western and central transects than on the east- 
ern transect because the latter is mostly confined to the south- 
ern hemisphere, where wind forcing is weak. The FSU and 
UH variances at 1 cpy are always higher than the XBT and 

FNOC variances except in the eastern Pacific, where UH 
winds are the weakest of all three forcing functions and the 
model response is correspondingly low. The spread of values 
at 1 cpy is less than the difference between 1-cpy and 2-cpy 
variances in the western and central Pacific. Along all tracks 
the greatest differences are found at the higher frequencies. 

To quantify the degree of correspondence between the 
model solutions and the XBT data, we computed coherence 
and phase as a function of frequency and latitude along each 
track. Results for 1-cpy dynamic heights averaged across all 
latitudes are presented in Table 2. Phase differences of less 
than 1 month are probably not significant because we used 
monthly wind forcing in the model and because XBT data 
were binned into monthly averages. Approximate significance 
levels can be determined by assuming independent estimates 
every 3" of latitude based on a meridional decorrelation scale 
of about 300 km for seasonal variations [White et al., 19851. 
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Fig. 14. Average variance per degree of latitude (in dyn cm2) as a function of frequency from the XBT data and model 
simulations in the eastern, central, and western Pacific. 
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TABLE 2. Coherence and Phase (in Months) Between Dynamic Heights Relative to 400 dbar 
Calculated From XBT Data and From Model Simulations Along Three Transects in the 

Eastern, Central, and Western Pacific 

West Central East 

Coherence Phase Coherence Phase Coherence Phase 

XBT-FSU 0.73 -1.6 0.43 0.0 0.42 3.2 
XBT-UH 0.58 -1.0 0.53 0.4 0.29 4.8 
XBT-FNOC 0.30 0.0 0.47 1.2 0.53 4.9 
~~ ~ 

Ninety percent confidence levels for coherence are 0.42 in the central and western Pacific and 
0.50 in the eastern Pacific. Coherences which are significantly nonzero at this level are shown 
in bold type. Positive (negative) phase means the XBT dynamic heights lead (lag) model simu- 
lated dynamic heights. 

This leads to 90% confidence levels for coherence of 0.42 
along the western and central tracks, which span 39" of lati- 
tude, and 0.50 along the eastern track, which spans 27" of 
latitude. Values falling below these levels are probably not 
different from zero. 

The best model coherence with XBT data anywhere in the 
Pacific is for the FSU-XBT pair on the western track, where 
coherence is 0.73 with the XBT data lagging by 1.6 months. 
The relatively high coherence is due to the fact that most XBT 
data are taken along a single transect during 1979-1981, that 
ship wind observations are relatively dense around this same 
transect (about 30 per month per 2" latitude by 10" longitude 
box), and that the seasonal variations in the winds are large 
(Figures 4-6). Coherence of the UH-XBT pair is also signifi- 
cant at 0.58 with a 1-month phase difference, whereas the 
FNOC-XBT coherence is below the 90% confidence level in 
the west. All coherences are above the 90% significance level 
in the central Pacific, with phase differences of about a month 
or less. The UH-XBT pair shows the highest coherence in the 
central Pacific at 0.53, possibly due to the fact that ship wind 
observations are relatively sparse (about 3 per month in some 
areas), whereas cloud motion vectors are plentiful in the cen- 
tral Pacific [e.g. Halpern and Harrison, 19821. 

The eastern Pacific appears to be the most poorly modeled 
region of the basin. Only the FNOC-XBT coherence exceeds 
the 90% significance level; however, the phase difference for 
this pair is almost 5 months. Poor coherence and phase agree- 
ment in the eastern Pacific is probably due to weak wind 
forcing and an equally weak response. Contributing factors 
include poor ship wind data coverage in the southeastern Pa- 
cific (in the case of the F$U and FNOC products) and the use 
of a Väiälä frequency profile in the model representative of the 
western and central Pacific rather than the weaker stratifi- 
cation of the eastern Pacific. Phase speeds of vertical modes 
based on Väisälä frequency profiles are significantly lower in 
the eastern Pacific than in the west [e.g., Eriksen et al., 19831, 
so one would expect phases to be biased in our model simula- 
tions in the eastern Pacific. In addition, the very low coher- 
ence in the east between the UH model calculation and the 
XBT data may be due to errors in inferring surface winds from 
cloud motions near the equator, where large climatological 
shears exist between cloud wind level and the surface [Sadler 
and Kiloitsky, 19853. Noise in the XBT data due to track 
separation south of about 8"s [McPhaden et al., this issue] is 
probably also a factor in the low coherences in the east. 

Figure 15 shows coherence and phase plots for each of the 
three model calculations with the XBT data at 1 cpy in three 
latitudinal ranges of 5"s to 15"S, 5"s to 5"N, and 5% to 15"N. 

Coherence values are higher than those in Table 1 because of 
the artificial coherence resulting from fewer degrees of free- 
dom. Assuming that every third degree of latitude is indepen- 
dent, the 90% confidence limit for the null hypothesis is 0.76. 
Not all of the differences in coherence levels seen in Figure 15 
are statistically significant because of the limited numbers of 
degrees of freedom. However, the coherence patterns have a 
consistent physical interpretation which we elaborate on 
below. 

Figure 15 shows a pattern of high coherence (0.6-0.9) and 
phase differences less than 2 months (except in the east) in the 
equatorial band. This high coherence is due to the fact that 
variability in dynamic height along the equator is proportion- 
al to a zonal integral of the zonal winds which tends to 
average out the effects of small-scale noise in the wind prod- 
ucts [e.g., Busalacchi and Cane, 19851. Coherence in general 
drops away from the equator, with biggest decreases typically 
occurring in the FNOC-XBT coherences. Off-equatorial CO- 

herences are lower because at  higher latitudes, variability in 
dynamic height is proportional to wind stress curl, which in- 
volves spatial derivatives of the wind field. Therefore noise in 
the wind field is amplified, which degrades the accuracy of the 
simulation. There i s  a suggestion of hemispheric asymmetry to 
the coherence patterns in Figure 15, but differences are not 
statistically significant. 

We have repeated these coherence calculations using model 
output sampled at the times and locations of actual XBT casts 
for a 3-year simulation (1979-1981) as opposed to the grid 
point transects shown in Figures 7-9. Model XBT data were 
averaged in time to produce a mean seasonal cycle in the 
eastern, central, and western Pacific areas outlined in Figure 1 
as discussed by McPkadeiz et al. [this issue]. The coherences 
were generally lower than those in Table 2 for this sampling 
scheme because of the additional noise introduced by aliasing 
of zonal variations in the model. However, the differences were 
generally not significant. For example, coherences for the 
XBT-FSU pair in the eastern, central, and western Pacific 
were 0.61, 0.38, and 0.49 for the XBT sampled model output 
compared with 0.73, 0.43, and 0.42 for the grid point sampled 
output. 

We have also repeated these coherence calculations for fre- 
quencies higher than 1 cpy and found that they are generally 
lower and less consistent than those at 1 cpy because of the 
weaker signals at higher frequency (e.g., Figure 14). Similarly, 
we have computed coherences for geostrophic transport per 
unit width (i.e., depth-integrated geostrophic velocity) orthog- 
onal to the transects poleward of 2" latitude. Transport is a 
spatial derivative, i.e., high-pass-filtered version, of the dynam- 
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Fig. 15. Coherence and phase at 1 cpy between dynamic heights calculated from XBT data and from the model 

simulations forced with FSU, UH, and FNOC winds in the eastern, central, and western Pacific. "South" (So) is defined as 
5"-15"S, "equator" (Eq) is 5"s to 5"N, and north (No) is 5"-15"N. Coherence is significantly nonzero at the 90% level of 
confidence if it exceeds 0.76. Positive (negative) phase means that dynamic heights calculated from XBT data lead (lag) 
model simulated dynamic heights. 

ic height field in which high wave number variability is ampli- 
fied. This makes transport estimates more susceptible to con- 
tamination by small-scale noise so that in general, transport 
coherences were smaller than for dynamic height. 

As a complementary calculation we computed coherence 
and phase for model simulations with data from the island sea 
level network in Figure 3. Table 3 summarizes the results at 1 
cpy along with ensemble-averaged amplitudes of the annual 
harmonic for each sea level data set. We find that the annual 
harmonic amplitude ranges between a low value of 3.7 cm for 
FNOC simulation and 5.6 cm for the UH simulation. The 
range of percent variance explained by this harmonic is 69% 
for the island data and 81% for the UH simulation. Coher- 
ences are about 0.6 with phase differences of less than 1 
month. These results are generally consistent with the coher- 
ence relationship% along the western and central SOP tran- 
sects, since most of the islands are in the western and central 
Pacific. However, phase agreement is better between the FSU 
and UH simulations and sea level, which may be due to better 
temporal resolution of the sea level data and to the lack of 

spatial scatter as occurs in the XBT data. Reduction of tempo- 
ral and/or spatial aliasing in the sea level data may also ex- 
plain the higher FNOC-sea level coherence (0.62) relative to 
the FNOC-XBT coherences (0.30 in the west and 0.47 in the 
central Pacific). 

i 

6.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 9 
Y 

In the foregoing sections we have examined simulations of 
the mean seasonal cycle in the tropical Pacific using a multiple 
vertical mode version of the Blrsalacchi and O'Brien [1980] 
linear model. The model was forced with FSU, UH, and 
FNOC surface wind stress analyses for the period 1979-1981 
and was run to equilibrium for each of four vertical modes. 
The mean seasonal cycle of dynamic height realtive to 400 
dbar was computed and compared with identical calculations 
based on XBT data for the 1979-1981 period. The XBT data 
set we used is an augmented version of the ORSTOM-SI0 
SOP data set in which the number of data was more than 
quadrupled. We also computed model sea level and compared 
it with tide gauge data from 29 island stations for 1979-1981. 

The wind data sets were compared noting features in the 
mean and seasonal standard deviations that had an impact on 

TABLE 3a Amp1itude and-Percent Of Means the model results. All wind fields showed the basic large-scale Represented by the Annual Harmonic Ensemble Averaged Over 
the 29 Sea Level Stations Shown in Figure 3 for Tide Gauge 

Measurements and for Model Simulations 
features of the Pacific trade wind system, though the UH 
winds were the smoothest and the strongest and the FNOC 

,A 

)' 

Amplitude, Variance, 
cm % Coherence Phase 

... ... Islands 4.8 69 
FS U 4.6 74 0.64 0.0 
UH 5.6 81 0.57 0.0 
FNOC 3.7 78 0.62 0.9 

~~- 

Also shown are the coherence and phase (in months) between 
observed sea level and model-simulated sea level. All coherences 
are significantly nonzero at the 90% level of confidence, which is 
0.48 assuming one in three sea level stations is independent. Positive 
(negative) phase means that tide gauge sea level leads (lags) simu- 
lated sea level. 

winds were generally the weakest and exhibited the most 
small-scale structure. FSU winds were intermediate between 
these two in both smoothness and amplitude. The ITCZ was 
several degrees closer to the equator in the eastern Pacific in 
the FNOC product as compared with the UH and FSU prod- 
ucts. 

Model simulated mean dynamic topographies showed some 
features in common with the observed topography, for exam- 
ple, the position of the NECC trough and NEC ridge. How- 
ever, there were a number of discrepancies in the mean be- 
tween the observations and simulations due to limitations in 
model physics and in wind forcing functions. North and south 

cjl 
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equatorial ridges were much higher than those observed, 
North Equatorial Countercurrent troughs were too déep, 
equatorial ridges near 4"N were too weak, and significant 
equatorial troughs were not generated. One of the most not- 
able distinctions between simulations was the presence of a 
pronounced mean South Equatorial Countercurrent ridge- 
trough structure in the FNOC simulation due to a relatively 
unbroken zonal band of negative curl in the southern hemi- 
sphere in the FNOC product. 

Observed and simuIated mean seasonal height variations 
were of the order of a few centimeters, and patterns of varia- 
bility (for example, near the equator and in the vicinity of the 
NECC trough) were often similar. The seasonal cycle was 
dominated by the annual harmonic, which accounted for typi- 
cally 75-90% of the total variance. Significant coherence levels 
of 0.5-0.7 were found at 1 cpy between the observations and 
simulations. This suggests that about 25-50% of the observed 
mean annual variance in dynamic height can be accounted for 
by the linear model driven by currently available estimates of 
the surface wind stress. Harmonics higher than the annual 
were less well modeled because of their weaker signal level. 

We found significant regional variations in the coherence 
and phase calculations for dynamic height a t  1 cpy. Latitudi- 
nally, equatorial (is., 5"N to 5"s) coherence levels were usually 
higher than those either to the north or to the south because 
the ocean responds to the zonal integral of wind stress along 
the equator vis-à-vis spatial gradient of the wind stress at 
higher latitudes. Longitudinally, the eastern Pacific was the 
most poorly modeled region, most likely owing to weak local 
wind stress forcing and resultant weak oceanic signals. 

Confidence limits on our coherence calculations are wide, so 
it is not possible to determine unambiguously that one wind 
stress product is superior to the others for simulating the 
mean seasonal cycle. This is because as was noted in section 3, 
the large-scale structures in al1 three products are similar, even 
though the small-scale structures are quite different. Coher- 
ence levels between simulations at 1 cpy were found to be 
0.6-0.8, which though slightly higher than coherences with the 
XBT and the sea level data, are significantly less than unity. 
This implies that approximately to 5 of the annual variance 
is incoherent among simulations using the different wind stress 
products. Given the sensitivity of the model results to the 
choice of wind forcing, it may be difficult to discern improve- 
ments in simulated variability due to more sophisticated 
model physics and/or physical parameterizations. Thus uncer- 
tainty in the surface stress field remains a fundamental obsta- 
cle to more accurate modeling of the tropical Pacific sea sur- 
face topography on seasonal time scales. 

In closing, we note that model sea level signals in all three 
simulations are largest in the northeastern tropical Pacific 
(Figures 7b, 8b, and 9b) and are associated with seasonal 
movements of the ITCZ (Figures 6b, 6d ,  and 6f). However, 
neither the SOP XBT program nor the sea level network pro- 
vide data from this region. Given the large amplitude of the 
wind forcing and of the ocean's dynamical response, a high 
priority should be given to monitoring this region of the trop- 
ics during the TOGA decade. Strong seasonal variations in 
sea level imply large changes in the meridional redistribution 
of heat and in the zonal transports of the NECC and NEC. 
Perturbation of this large seasonal cycle may be important in 
the evolution of El Niño-Southern Oscillation events by af- 
fecting air-sea interaction in the climatically sensitive region of 
the ITCZ. 
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